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Affliction lock guide 8. 0

IntroductionWelcome to DPS Warlock's Fascination Guide by Namix. I'm one of warlocks' new style, I've been playing WoW since WotLK and started raiding in friendliness. I joined the reason at the end of the (Wood) and I've been playing with them ever since the scourge is very strong on multi-targeting employers/DoT encounters. They are still able to do damage on the move
with many immediate spells as part of the main rotation. A weak charm on one goal due to the low cutting generation but has a high burst on demand. What changed the biggest changes from BFA to Shadowlands for specifications. The charm of the damage warlocks turned around a lot, and got a new fragments. Malivay's rapture is the main new damage. It's very powerful for
multiple goals and is fine on one goal. Unstable affliction is now capped to 1 and can be cast all the time. Incubation shade has been added as a standard negative. There have been some changes in talent in grades 1.5 and 6. Grade 1 Deathbolt has been removed and replaced by the inevitable demise. A 5-row demonic circle has been removed from the talent tree and added as
a rule spell replaced by a howl of terror grade 6 shade embrace has been added as a negative rule and replaced by the dark caller welcome to The Warlock Fitna Wowhead Guide, updated to! This guide will teach you to master warlock's fascination gameplay in all aspects of the game, helping you to optimize DPS in raids and legendary dungeons + . Throughout this guide, you
will cover many different aspects to increase your Warlock charm experience, including concepts such as Warlock's Charm Talent, Talent Builds, Warlock BIS Fitna Options Gear, Charm Warlock Priorities, among many other aspects of class and specialty. Be sure to navigate to the additional pages of warlock's affliction guide to find more in-depth information on topics such as
Essences, Mythic+, Raids, And Sws.OverviewnewNew Covenantnew Kyrian NewNenew NecrolordNEW Night FaeNEW VenthyrNEW legendary New ConduitsPre-PatchBeginnersTalent BuildsRotation, Priority, and AbilitiesAdvanced ConceptsSSConsumConsumablesMacros &amp; AddonsWeakAurasCommon TermsNew Castle Nathria TipsNew + Common QuestionsNew
SimulationsAbout AuthorThThed by Xyronic. You can check out my twitch page where you often stream anything to do with WoW. If you have any questions, it is best to prime me on the controversy @Xyronic #3576.Affliction Warlock playstyle in ShadowlandsAffliction Warlock is a damaged specs drain ing premiere in World of Warcraft, and this does not change in Shadowlands.
If you are looking for food slowly away in the pools of life of your enemies with mud of damage over time and debuffs abilities, this spec is for you. The style of play ingallis is very clear: applying various damages over time abilities to your enemies - agony, corruption, and unstable affliction are those baseline with additional talent options also available. Drain the life of your
opponents with your nuclear weapons. Rapture does damage sizing based on the number of effects on your goals, while draining the soul is a constant damage option when you have nothing else to hit. Fitna is one of the most consistent damage categories in the game. While they are strong on one goal, they excel in multi-goal. On top of the consistent general damage, it excels
in execution when gifted in draining the soul, which is a talent that must be taken at all times. For more information, check out the beginner guide Warlock and Rotation Guide.Races that can play Warlocks are Dwarf, Gnome, Human, Worgen, Vacuum Goblin, Dark Iron Dwarf, And Mikanome alliance, as well as Demon Blood, Orc, Goblin, Troll, Undead, Nightborne, and Vulpera for
Horde.Warlocks can use daggers, swords with one hand, and staves. Iconic Charm Warlock Abilities: Corruption, Unstable Fitna, Seeds of Corruption, AgonyMastery: Strong Fitna: Increases The Damage Caused by Agony, Corruption and Unstable Special Class Mount Hall Bonuses: Netherlord Anarchist WrathsteedUnlockable Power Ascending: Hellblazing Reins to the
Brimstone WrathsteedPet: The Hateful Eye (Demonical Submission) Title: Not Sure What Race to Play? Below is an analysis of each race for this specification among players with wowhead updated characters. The data is updated once a week. The damage difference from race to race is very little, but if you're looking to try to squeak every percentage of the damage, you must be
the troll of the crowd and human to the alliance. Otherwise, play what seems best ever! I've listed the best races below, from best to worst: Troll Troll Orc Undead Blood ElfAlliance: Warlock's stengths in Shadowlands is more than the same than previous expansions. Steady and strong damage to one goal. Great ability to convert multiple targets into damage focused on one goal.
Good survival due to increased passive stamina, leitch spirit, and strong personal calming. Warlock's charm is generally only a couple's weakness, but it is very stark. Blast damage swapping. If the goal is born and needs to die in the next 10 seconds, Fitna is one of the worst specs in the game in dealing with this. Explosion damage AoE. When you need a quick explosion damage
on aoE, fitna needs about 5-10 GCDs depending on the number of targets to the ramp in its AoE. Malefic Rapture - New Sol Shard Spender. Each target strikes within the range and line of sight for flat damage based on the number of DoTs on the targets. Because of this effect, this opens up to talent options that have never been in mind before, such as the despicable
contamination of a quick AoE dawn. Ritual of Death - a new old Doomguard power. Honestly I don't know where To stand with this one - a 1 hour second cooling off pet, with the possibility of pets to decide randomly just that they don't want to play with you anymore and turn on you and your friends. We probably won't see any major use of this button. back in the shadow lands of
the days They are curse spells. These have their own individual uses and may see some valuable uses in raids and dungeons to reduce damage/impact on your collections. curse of exhaustion -- perhaps less useful than returning curses. If your group doesn't have any available slowdown, you can use this to apply 50% slowness for 8 seconds. However, the majority of other
categories' built-in slow down this override with a more powerful effect. Curse of tongues -- incredibly useful for spellcaster heads. 30% increase cast time = approximately 30% less damage taken from any baseline trainer casting. Imagine Gina with 30% less damage handled for the tank. This has a strange interaction with some of the abilities of the presidents. For example,
Shriekwing's new raid has a 4 time cast second, which at the end of damage deals for your raid unless you line the horizon. Although this curse increases the cast time to 5.2 seconds, as it should, the damage of the cast employers still explodes at the 4 second mark. This sounds like a bug, but as of some of these interactions are static and should be considered when using this
potential. Curse of weakness - another reservoir damage reduction of healing. Maybe you'll end up having one in your raid always using this if tank damage is a problem. Warlock's affliction at Shadowlands is a relatively similar specs to what we played at BFA, and a completely different experience of legion, if you were engaged in a fitna at the time. An unstable charm is no longer
our shard-spent soul, returning to the pre-Legion days of being just a DOT that you can keep on your focus goal at all times. However, it can only be applied to one goal at a time. Replacing an unstable charm as our new soul shard spends, Malefic rap makes its debut as perhaps the strongest spender spender ever. When you multiply this ability, it does no harm to every target that
you have the DoT effect applied to and does increase damage for each DOT on that target. This opens an incredible fitna powerful explosion damage AoE, you should have time and fragments to prepare for it. With the removal of Deathbolt as a talent, the return of soul drain as we have a de facto talent of choice in this row, giving a versatile filler charm and some of the strongest
execution in the game for Shadowlands. Other than these differences, the basic charm mechanic is still relatively close to what we're used to: dot up your enemies, use your soul fragments appropriately, and drain to win. Realistically, the specs feel almost the same as i did in bfa. The main difference, as described in the previous section, is the fact that Malefic rapture is largely
superior to the unstable affliction as a soul Shard spender, and puts to the most powerful charm multiple targeting potential. To expand this variation, Malefic rapture can be regarded as a single spender suitable for all capability scenarios. It's your one goal spender and your AoE spender; Once. Warlocks scourge is not affected by AoE target caps. The only ability that has changed
to be outside the GCD's fascination is the dark soul: Misery.Shadowlands adds many new abilities and changes to all classes, including Warlock's affliction. For a detailed view of all the changes, check out our changes in Shadowlands! All warlock changes in ShadowlandsShadow brings new changes to Transmog Antiques options, allowing players to change their weapons to any
of the other aspects of artifact specs. All modelsAcquiquiring Artifact AppearancesOur Warlock guides are always updated with the latest information from the in-game experience, simulations, and logs; If you are interested in warlock's more in-depth fascination guides, be sure to browse the navigation bar below, and our list of relevant guides just under the contents table.Would
you like to quickly find this guide using controversy? You can easily do it using Jeeves Bot! Click here to add Jeeves to your discovery server. Next page: Beginner's GuideReading our grade guides! If you have any feedback about the guides, feel free to leave a comment in the section below and we will reply as soon as possible. If you want to talk to any of our writers directly you
can do this by joining the Discovery server and finding it there! Over there!
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